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Alexander Pope (1688-1744) published his philosophical poem, 
An Essay on Man about the character of the human being in 1733. 

 

 Combining all below and all above

 The single atoms each to other tend,
 Attract, attracted to, the next in place
 Form’d and impell’d its neighbour to embrace.
 See matter next, with various life endu’d
 Press to one centre still, the gen’ral Good.
 See dying vegetables life sustain,

 All forms that perish other forms supply,
 (By turns we catch the vital breath, and die)

This Epistle deals with the place of human beings in society. (Epistle 

pleasure. The poem is deeply representative of the thought and 
feeling of the time. The traditional concept, characteristic of the 
Middle Ages and the Renaissance of a ‘chain of being’ according 
to which humans are midway between God and inert matter, is 
combined with Newtonian science of Pope’s own day, concentrating 

beings.

Richard Penn’s drawings seem to be examining the concept of 
matter, the other end of the chain, in a new way. He changes the 
axis of normal horizontal vision, of the viewer standing in front 

from a horizontal angle of approximately 30º, thereby creating the 
uncanny effect of seemingly disengaging the graphite from the paper. 

surface, defying/reinforcing what Pope portrays in his Essay as the 
interdependency of everything in nature.

Philosophpiae Naturalis Principia 
in 1687 in which he applied mathematical calculation to explain 

He considered thought and reason as indistinguishable from feeling, 

Newton had little regard for poetry, for art because his insights 
inspired the poets and artists of his day, no less so Alexander 

it was some relief for poets and artists to turn to some form of 

something vast and sublime to contemplate. 

Richard Penn disengages thought and reason from feeling in his 
drawings. Little rational explanation seems to exist for the detailed 

Newton’s, his Opticks (1704), does one begin to get a sense of what 

fascination with the play of light and colour in the landscape and his 
metaphysical interest in the symbolism of the colour spectrum. He 
dared to revel in the purely aesthetic delight of the natural world. 

telescopes and cameras which depict objects spanning hundreds, 
thousands, even millions of light years across and millions even 
billions of light years distant. Aspects of these spectacular images 
are often visible to the human eye captured as they are by infrared, 
radio, or x-ray telescopes. The colours assigned to them are also 

visual models of our universe. 

it from the distance of the try line. So against our better judgment, 
we have to come to terms with the fact that matter is mostly empty 

analogy is nonsense. Electrons are actually collapsing waveforms of 
some sort and it is a physical impossibility to simultaneously predict 

something along the lines of ‘Anyone who says they understand 
quantum dynamics has not understood quantum dynamics’. “ The 
bubble swells out of the water, bursts and is subsumed again in the 
mass of the water. What does it matter?

is highly applicable to the drawings of Richard Penn, is in fact the 
title of another famous ‘essay’, this time by Peter Galison in the 
catalogue, Iconoclash: beyond the image wars in science, religion, and art 

(2002) of the seminal exhibition at the Centre for Art and Media, 

Cambridge, USA. Galison argues that images are needed in order 

discoveries in science. Pictures, according to him, are pedagogically, 
epistemologically and metaphysically indispensible from the goal of 
science itself. And yet, he argues, we cannot have pictures because 
they deceive. Convention holds that logical reasoning, unambiguous 
proposition leads to abstraction, not images or pictures. Truth 
it is believed is something wider and deeper than the pictorial 

closed.

The following passage from Pope’s Essay on Man captures the 
visual/verbal, or rational ambiguity of images and of nature raised 

 And, spite of pride, in erring reason’s spite,
 One truth is clear, Whatever is, is right.

imaginative leap, to put themselves in something of the frame of 
mind of his contemporary readers and the contemporary poets of 
his age. The leap entails a form of ‘imitation’, the art of re-creating 
in strictly one’s own contemporary form, something that had been 
written, something that had been painted, by a poet, by an artist of 
an earlier age. Richard Penn re-creates that effect of the vastness of 
space, of the emptiness of matter in his drawings. His images scatter 
into data only to gather indefatigably into images again. 
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